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Is there a  recent rise of  strong 
female leads in SF movies?



History of Women In Science Fiction

▪ Science fiction originally had a 
reputation of being created by men 
for other men, though the genre had 
women writers, such as Clare Winger 
Harris, Miriam Allen de Ford, and 
Gertrude Barrows Bennett, from the 
beginning.

▪ Until the late 1960s, women did not 
win science fiction awards, such as 
the Hugo's. 

▪ Feminist science fiction – focuses on,  
but are not limited to gender 
inequality, sexuality, race, economics, 
and reproduction theories.

▪ Feminist science fiction works have 
illustrated 

▪ utopias to explore a society in which 
gender differences or gender power 
imbalances do not exist, 

▪ dystopias to explore worlds in which 
gender inequalities are intensified, 
thus asserting a need for feminist 
work to continue.



Female Stereotypes in SF

▪stereotypes:

– a woman who is evil (villainess)

– one who is helpless (damsel in distress).

–Companion to male protagonist.

▪In SF  , female Robots and cyborgs are used to create the perfect stereotypical  

women.

–Used as sex objects to fulfill men's fantasies and desires.

▪ The female robot Maria in Fritz Lang's Metropolis

▪ Most recently EX Machina



Female Stereotypes in SF

▪Its not just In science fiction movies genre

▪It happens in all movie genres 

▪This is part of a bigger issue



The gender gap is documented in new research by the Center for the 
Study of Women in Television and Film at San Diego State University

▪ 30.8% of speaking characters are 

women

▪ average ration of male actors to female 

actors is 2.25:1

▪ 28.8% of women characters wore 

sexually reviling clothes compared 7% 

of men

▪ 26.2% of women actors got partially 

naked while 9.4 of men do



The gender gap is documented in new research by the Center for the 
Study of Women in Television and Film at San Diego State University



Is there a  recent rise of  strong 
female leads in SF movies?



Yes ! There Is !



Female character roles are improving

▪New study from the Centre for Women in Television and Film reveals 

that the number of female protagonists in the top 100 highest grossing 

movies from 2016 was at an all-time high.

▪29% of the most successful films of last year had a female lead. 

▪This compares to films with a male protagonist, which comprised 54%, 

with 17% featuring ensemble casts.



Female character roles are improving

▪New York Times “Representation of Female Characters in Movies Is Improving”.

▪THE WARRIORS

▪THE NEW SEARCHERS

▪SCREAM TEENS

▪ ONCE UPON A TIME RIGHT NOW

▪ GIRLS GONE WILD

▪LOVE AND DEATH



The Hunger Games: dystopian-future country of Panem

▪ Katniss Everdeen
▪ Mentally and physically strong 
▪ Self-sufficient
▪ Brave and compassionate 
▪ Family oriented
▪ Fights against corruption
▪ she is not defined by her male 

counter parts



Star Wars: The Force Awakens 

▪ Rey Skywalker
▪ Survivor 
▪ Fighter
▪ pilot 
▪ Jedi
▪ She is just as capable as her 

male counter parts and is 
treated equally. 



Wonder Women 

▪ Diana Prince
▪ Demigod/Amazon from an all-

female society
▪ Strong and skilled fighter
▪ Compassionate
▪ She tries to avoid conflict but 

does engage in it when 
pressed.

▪ One of the founders of the 
Justice League



Progress is still relatively slow, But 
in the past year or 2 we have seen a 

huge rise in strong female leads 
compared to the past 12 Years.



Links

▪ http://www.teenvogue.com/story/katniss-everdeen-girl-power-
hero

▪ http://nypost.com/2014/11/18/why-katniss-everdeen-is-the-female-
superhero-for-our-times/

▪ https://movies.stackexchange.com/questions/42620/is-there-a-
website-with-stats-on-male-versus-female-leading-roles-in-movies

▪ https://www.nytimes.com/2014/09/07/movies/fall-arts-preview-
representation-of-female-characters-in-movies-is-
improving.html?_r=0

▪ http://womenintvfilm.sdsu.edu/research/
▪ https://www.nytimes.com/2017/02/21/movies/women-

protagonists-movies-2016.html?smid=tw-
nytimesarts&smtyp=cur&_r=0
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